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About This Game

Waking up trapped in a tree, with no recollection of anything, you must explore a strange fragmented city floating in the sky to
learn who you are and where you fit into the world.

Gravity Defying Gameplay - Walk upside down, on walls, in fact walk anywhere you can get to. Your suction cup feet
let's you stick to any surface.

Mind Bending Puzzles - Solve complex logical & physical puzzles using your unique abilities.

Evolve & Explore - Learn new abilities and use them to explore the fragmented city further.

Create Your Own Game - Built-in level, map and character editors let's you build an entirely new game using simple
tools. You'll be creating in minutes.

You play a You (short for Youropean), a small humanoid with suction cups instead of feet, which allows you to walk up walls
and on ceilings. You must use your unique ability to solve a constantly evolving set of challenges. You will encounter physical
puzzles, riddles, ferocious enemies, environmental hazards and more, in an abstract but logical universe that challenges your

perception of the 3rd dimension.

Expand the game by building your own levels, cities and creating your own characters. The entire game is created using the
incredibly easy to use built-in editing tools. Unlock more than 450 building blocks, construct amazing levels and build entire

adventures by linking the levels together on the map.
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Youropa is a game about breaking rules, being upside down and thinking outside the box.
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Title: Youropa
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
frecle ApS
Publisher:
frecle ApS
Release Date: 27 Jun, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel I5

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GT 600 series / Radeon HD 7000 series / Intel HD 4000 series

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,Danish,French,German,Italian,Czech,Japanese,Korean,Polish,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Swedish,Norwegian
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Just absolutly awful, dont waste the 4 bucks on this garbage. First off developers your band sucks. The music doesnt fit the
game and is dreadful. Second why would you use such a crappy♥♥♥♥♥font in the game. Not fun to play, Clunky
controls.....blah blah blah, this game blows.. Just Trash!!!. is rlly gud. As for now: not recommended due to low LOW FPS (wth
is keeping them so low anyway!?) , and a LOT of bugs:

*falling trough texture and the world
* stats-menu not showing up
*Start menu shows up only at highest resolution. Windowed mode or not. lower ones keeps it "hidden" somewhere...
* Sometimes when you start the quests (or finish them) you don't get any arrow that shows you the way.
*When you die, the "load game" wont work for you anymore. The save file somewhat ends up in your computers recycle bin?
Oo Eating up wolves you killed dosent work.

Other things that need a piff up/ be remade:

*more wild life to hunt
*More wolf coat variety
* A Map (this area is pretty big... or at least some other system that helps you get back to the main area you start in )
*Small rivers that connect lakes so you dont end up dying 100 times due to thirst
* More wolf packs. Huge area,few wolf packs and very few loners.

Fun things you discover( see in this game:

* Police man trying to punch you in the face. Imagine that. It cracks me up to no end.
* When the issues are solved it will be neat little game to play to get time going. Wolf lovers will definetally like to pick it up
later on.
* Interesting idea with the humans being there. And yes you can kill them >3 However...no consequences of doing that exist as
far as I can see.. An epic addition to an already amazing game. It's even better with DarthMod Napoleon, which finally makes
Portugal playable.. Need to admit, didn't have high hopes for this game.
Aftert playing this game for awhile it really grew on me, killing nazis is awesome fun.. its Persona 5
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It's an ok and VERY short VR experience. Definitely NOT worth more than $1. Just get the NoLimits coaster free demo. It's
much better and it's free!. Really great concept, love the idea of making turrets out of the pieces of slain foes. Too bad its
executed horribly and the there is no visible readout so I can understand things such as "Lasers do next to no damage even if
four of them are shooting the same target" or "putting things on a rotating axis not only makes them shoot faster BUT it also
makes them miss the target by a minimum of 179 degrees"

this game would be worth the price if it was finished, if it didn't have bad physics and bad AI and bad grafting mechanics.

Honestly I might try it again after a few patches, but for now I believe we should move it to early access where it definitely
belongs.. Come for Anime Tiddies but stay for the story and gameplay
( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°) / 10. A great match 3 game with nice gfx, sfx, music and gameplay. The game is easy and addictive. When you start you
just wanna do 1 more level after another. The game can also be played in small portions. But i do miss that they dont save in a
middle of level because sometimes you must go and later have to restart whole level. The levels arent that hard to beat but still a
save wouldnt hurt. Achivements are EASY to get so if hunt for those this game is for you :)

GFx 8-10
SFx 8-10 and Music 8-10
Gameplay 10-10

I would gladly recommend this game to all my friends, and guess i have... ;). I would not recommend that game in it current
state, but if the game would be a bit more polished it can make a little bit fun for sure. So the game has potential but further
updates are needed.
I srsly hope for further updates on thise game.

Dog couple 4 is released!:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1051982/Dog_couple_4/. Build (19/03/15 v3) - Default Public Build (Stable) update:
Good day Off-roaders,

In this update being made live later today, we are providing fixes to the previous iteration 'Build (09/03/15 v2)'.

***IMPORTANT: Unfortunately this update will cause players to lose saves. We are working hard to solve this issue in
the near future, but until then I am forced to give ample warning that your in-game progress will be lost***

This build will be made live at 5:00pm UTC - This is an advanced notification allowing players time to backup their files, etc.
Until the issue mentioned above is solved, it would be advisable to players who do not wish to lose their saves to turn off
automatic updates or to do the following in Steam:
 
Right-click Spintires > Properties > Updates > Click drop-down box under Automatic Updates > Select Only update this game
when I launch it
 
 
Here is the changelog:

19/03/15

-trailer attach socket not overlapping winch attach socket-mud made firmer-camera moved closer-MP body sync issue fixed-
stereo 3d mode GUI made 2d-game version update issues fixed-chromatic abberation limited to camera shakes & roof camera. 
02.12 Minor Update:
The Update includes:

Head Bob Toggle is added (You can turn it off in General Settings of Main menu)

Invert Y Axis has been fixed
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Other minor bug fixes

. Update 2.8 is Live !!!:
There are many new features and fixes so minor bugs are expected.
Please report in game bug thread.

It is recommended to start new game as save format changed a lot since last update.

Highlights:

You can now finish first episode.

Cyberith treadmill experimental support added.

Lab totally reworked.

Boss fight and final quest added.

Quests save/load added.

Tons of fixes and balancing.

Thanks for your patience and more to come soon.

p.s. When playing with Oculus Touches you can use "A" button as well to show/hide holster.. Update information 01.15
(10/31/2018):
- Corrected a number of minor issues.. Arkhangel: The House of the Seven Stars is 50% off!:
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Welcome to the Steam Winter Sale where Arkhangel: The House of the Seven Stars is 50% off for a limited time!

. TWO-YEAR SALE CURRENTLY LIVE.:
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So, we've been in existence a while. February 15th is our official two-year anniversary, but since Army 3 GOAT just landed,
we felt like extending the sale to incorporate the launch week discount.

As with Army 1 GOAT, now that Army 3 GOAT is out, we're trying to figure out how to best do future sales of the Army of
Tentacles series. Well, at least the first two games.

We have ideas for the third. We're busy developing it. Nuturing it. Growing it. But it won't be this year. We're gonna try to get
through our next two games first, and then see where we are post-summer.. Apocalypse 0.1.1.3.a:
The 0.1.1.3.a apocalypse update has been released! Here's the current platforms the update is available on, and the platforms
that aren't ready yet:

Mac OSX (Available)
Linux (Available)
Windows 64 Bit (Available)
Windows 32 Bit (Available)
OSVR (Available)

Here's the update notes:

Fixed the story mode's LOD system
Fixed the story intro's color scheme
Fixed the main menu color scheme
Fixed the main menu interface interactivity
Fixed the low and medium graphics settings
Fixed the ocean causing incorrect shadows
Fixed the tab button not hiding the interface in exploration mode
Fixed the players shoulder being visible from 1st person
Fixed the players upper arms being visible from 1st person
Fixed the players neck being visiable from 1st person
Fixed the ocean causing too much processor usage
Fixed the city terrain's lod being incorrect
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Fixed the city terrain's apperance from a distance
Fixed the starting terrain's lod being incorrect
Fixed the starting terrain's apperance from a distance
Fixed the large terrain's lod being incorrect
Fixed the large terrain's apperance from a distance
Fixed the title screen headers being too large
Fixed the opacity of the interface being too small
Fixed the background size of the interface being too small
Fixed the intro animation not starting under certain circumstances
Fixed the font size being too small
Fixed the main menu interface aspect ratio
Fixed the game launcher crashing after pressing launch
Fixed the game launcher giving the user a crash exception message befire anything is pressed
Fixed the game launcher automaticaly selecting a lower setting
Fixed the lighting not rendering correctly on the main menu
Fixed the main menu animation jumping if start is pressed too early
Fixed the mouse not being in the correct position on the main menu interface
Fixed the background loading system to work as expected in exploration mode
Fixed the background loading times taking too long for exploration mode
Fixed the background loading system to work as expected in survival mode
Fixed the background loading times taking too long for survival mode
Fixed cloud clipping issues in the survival intro
Fixed fog clipping issues in the survival intro
Fixed the clouds being static on the survival intro
Fixed the clouds being too visible on the survival intro
Fixed the game icon becoming corrupted on windows 7, 8 and 10
Fixed the arms and weapons not matching the body when looking down in-game
Fixed slow loading times inbetween interior and exterior areas
Fixed some interior objects being duplicated multiple times by a building bug
Fixed the shadows on the players weapons not showing correctly
Fixed the shadows on the players arms not showing correctly
Fixed field of view bug casuing huge performance drops and unusaul rendering behaviour
Fixed the head torch not having the correct flickering animation
Fixed the head torch not having the correct brightness
Fixed the muzzle flash not appearing for the assault rifle
Fixed the decal effects not working for weapons
Fixed the blood effects not working for mutants
Fixed the exploration interface not showing up
Fixed the exploration controls being incorrect
Fixed the fog mechanics for longer distances
Fixed trees spawning in some underwater areas
Fixed some terrain not spawning correctly
Fixed underwater rendering issues
Fixed weapon rendering issues when underwater
Fixed player rendering issues when underwater
Fixed the torch not working when required
Fixed the ammo counter showing "0/0" instead of showing "Empty"
Fixed the objectives section closing when the main interface is toggled off
Fixed the borken blood splatter decal renderers
Fixed some trees rendering multiple times
Fixed the camera's antialising method
Fixed each logo's text quality
Fixed each logo's time scale
Fixed the last objective not triggering
Fixed the last objective flickering on the interface
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Fixed the contrast of the bunker interior
Fixed the bunker industrial fan not rotating
Fixed the characters skin colour being tinted an orange colour
Fixed the starting bunker room props having the wrong scale
Fixed the scale of the second starting room being too large
Fixed the main menu animation being too short
Fixed the main menu's camera effects being too dark
Fixed the main menu's camera effects being slightly blurred
Fixed the loading sequence for the exploration mode
Fixed the exploration interface not loading as expected
Fixed the player model casting the wrong shadow
Fixed the survival mode's door shaders
Fixed the survival's building shaders
Fixed the main menu's interface not opening
Fixed the main menu's loading screen not working as expected

Added a new assault rifle model
Added a new assault rifle shader
Added a new assault rifle aim animation
Added a new pistol shader
Added a new pistol reload animation
Added a new pistol aim animation
Added an updated and improved input system
Added experimental shader instancing
Added four new improved mutant shaders
Added an improved sharpen filter to all cameras
Added another option on the main menu, character
Added a custom animation to the new main menu option
Added customisation across all modes from the character menu
Added a load game button when saved campaign data is detected
Added new improved button titles and descriptions to the main menu
Added an improved lens dirt effect to exploration mode
Added improved lighting to the starting room
Added text to the weapon pickup, campsite, and door switch
Added health regeneration to campsites when crouching nearby
Added a campsite to the starting room
Added a weapon pickup to the starting room
Added another objective to the starting chapter
Added another animation for closing the exploration interface
Added another animation for opening the exploration interface
Added an objective section to the interface
Added an location section to the interface
Added an chapter section to the interface
Added a new spawn point for exploration mode
Added several new interactive doors for exploration mode
Added several new texts for exploration mode
Added an autorun file to the game directory
Added support for loading multiple levels on different cores
Added support for rendering more objects on the graphics card
Added blood decals to the main menu windows
Added an assault rifle to the main menu floor
Added health container to the main menu table
Added improved main menu intro animation
Added improved main menu outro animation
Added a new font and applied it to the whole game
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Added a new updated loading screen
Added a new interface for the exploration loading transitions
Added a new interface for the survival loading transitions
Added the chapter number to the new loading screen
Added the chapter name to the new loading screen
Added a new blur effect to the main menu intro
Added an outro to the main menu
Added improved screen transitions
Added improved logo screen background
Added improved logo screen text
Added a new transition between specific levels
Added loading screen text to the survival intro
Added loading screen text to the exploration intro
Added a more modern HUD to exploration mode
Added dynamic motion blur to the HUD, Camera and Weapon
Added the new font to the exploration HUD and Camera
Added a new roof to the bunker main silo
Added a new floor to the bunker main silo
Added more props to the bunker interior
Added an improved occlusion culling algorithm

Upgraded to the Unity 2017 Beta
Upgraded our C# Compiler to Version 4.6
Upgraded our Data Compression System
Upgraded our Anti-Alising from FXAA to MSAA

Removed some of the barriers on the main bridge
Removed the tropical island until it's improved further
Removed some of the blood effects from the main menu
Removed the story character selection screen*
Removed the story mode type selection screen*
Removed the survival mode intro loading screen*
Removed the survival mode final loading screen*
Removed the story mode intro loading screen*
Removed the story mode final loading screen*
Removed the logo outro loading screen*
Removed the chair from the main menu table
Removed un-needed text from the main menu
Removed un-needed credits from the logo screen
Removed un-needed text from the loading screens
Removed un-needed text from the loading animations
Removed un-needed objects from the story intro
Removed un-needed objects from the main menu scene

Many Thanks,
Harley Game Studios
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